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The Best Bridal Shop in Denver

Welcome to
The Bridal Collection!

At our family-owned Denver bridal store, we take the stress out of shopping so you can celebrate finding your dress with those who matter most to you. Be yourself and feel at home at The Bridal Collection.

Learn More

















THE YES FACTOR


The Bridal Collection is a Colorado Bridal Tradition.
See the experience for yourself.
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BRIDES



Our inclusive collection of designer gowns is curated specifically for romantic Rocky Mountain Brides.

View Designers
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MORE THAN A STORE...

IT'S AN EXPERIENCE

With our fun and knowledgeable stylists, upgraded appointment options, and large variety of price points, you haven't experienced shopping at a Denver bridal store until you've visited The Bridal Collection.
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BRIDAL PARTY

MOMS & FLOWER GIRLS
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Upcoming

Events




	

17
 May

A Night with Disney’s…

View Full Calendar
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Appointment


















TESTIMONIALS

REAL BRIDES
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OUR REVIEWS
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Absolutely great experience!! Susan and everyone were so incredible. I went in with an idea of what I wanted in a dress and Susan knew which dresses would actually suit me better over the ones I had in my mind. Definitely be open minded to trying dresses that might not be (at first glance) what you think you want because I ended up getting the most beautiful and gorgeous dress!!!! My mom, sister and I definitely cried when I tried on the dress so you’ll know when you have on the one. I highly recommend The Bridal Collection!
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First let me start off by saying everyone at The Bridal Collection was super sweet and welcoming & it’s also the place I said YES TO THE DRESS!! The store itself has a big variety of dresses and accessories and I happened to go during the Disney pop up which was super awesome to experience! Now, my stylist, Susan, was INCREDIBLE!! She went above and BEYOND for me during my time there. She even stayed late and I neverrr felt rushed by her or the team there, not even the second time it happened nor did I feel like I was trying to be sold something the whole time. I am a pretty indecisive person and had no idea what I was looking for when it came to my dress and when I say Susan absolutely went in on this project with me like a rockstar, I’m not kidding. Susan’s expertise, her active listening and her kindness and easy-going personality made my first stop at wedding dress shopping one I won’t forget. I enjoyed the rest of the bridal shops I went to and the stylist there, but I ultimately ended up canceling my last appointment and going back to The Bridal Collection for my dress. I seriously thank Susan so much for hyping me up, supporting me and respecting my experience. If TBC is on your list, Susan and TBC is 10/10!
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Working with Cathy has been a pleasure. She was warm and understanding and did not pressure me. We both knew I found my dress the first time I was in but it took me a few months to say yes and order the dress! I’m looking forward to getting my alterations done there and excited to wear my gorgeous dress for my wedding! Thanks for all your support and help Cathy!
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Sadie was amazing the sress fitting was perfect. I felt like a little girl again playing dressup! I am also wearinga blacl wedding dress and there were so many beautiful dress in so many styles!
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I loved my experience here! They had such a huge collection to choose from. The dress I liked the most wasn't quite perfect but with their alterations team...
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Cathy was amazing! I had a terrible experience buying a dress at a different store so I was skeptical going into the appointment. I didn’t think there was going to be anything Bridal Collections could do because it was so close to my wedding date at that point and I was just bummed from the bad experience. Cathy made me feel comfortable and gave me the bridal feeling during my appointment. She found me two perfect dresses that could be here in time! They have an amazing selection and I wish I’d gone there first so I could have had my pick of them all but Cathy still provided me a couple dozen options that would work with my short deadline. HIGHLY RECOMMEND!!
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It was by far the best dress shopping experience I had! I went to quite a few other places and was a little discouraged about getting a dress. Within the first 30 minutes, I felt so comfortable and loved working with Sydney! We actually went with the first dress we tried on then it felt like a little party after that. It was such a fun memory for me!
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I cannot speak highly enough about the Bridal Collection. Our bridal associate was Susan, and she made everyone feel comfortable and at ease in one of their beautiful decorated (and beautifully lit!!) suites. They had an incredibly large selection of dresses, and I really appreciated how she walked us around the different designers’ closets to allow me the choice of which dresses I wanted to try on. She was knowledgeable of their stock, and when I wasn’t finding *quite* what I wanted, she took the things I liked and disliked about each dress so far and let me know she had the dress for me. Sure enough, the dress she pulled ended up being exactly what I was looking for. It was so perfect, I cried seeing it on. Thank you so much Susan, and thank you the Bridal Collection!
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I had a great experience at Bridal Collection! Susan was so much fun and helpfully. The whole staff is friendly and not pretentious. They have such a great selection of high quality standard priced dresses.
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Lani was so patient and helpful for us finding the right dress. I am an extremely indecisive person and have a very hard time making decisions like this. Lani understood this and helped me to make a decision I was confident about. We ended coming back a second day to confirm and try on the favorites again to make sure it was “the one.” I am beyond grateful for Lani, and the wonderful designers at The Bridal Collection.
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I had an incredible experience choosing my dream wedding dress! Lani, the stylist I worked with, was absolutely phenomenal and she was incredibly helpful with anything I needed. They had an amazing selection and everyone was so friendly and helpful!! Highly recommend!
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I had a great experience! They are all so nice, Sadie helped me find my dream dress that I feel confident and comfortable in and really brought my vision to life!
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Bridal Collections offered me the most phenomenal experience imaginable!!! I am blind and am a guide dog user, and I went to Bridal Collections with my maid of honor with the intention of just trying on some dresses and getting ideas. Instead, I found my dream dress which is actually a one of a kind creation at an amazing price!!! Robin, my stylist, was beyond incredible! She allowed me to touch all the dresses and described them to me in impeccable detail! They booked us in the VIP suite so that my best friend and I could try on dresses together, as we are both engaged and are each other’s maids of honor. Our stylists spent ample time with us and were so patient and encouraging! They were so understanding of me and helped me to have so much confidence and fun throughout the whole process. The staff were so welcoming of my guide dog, and were happy to see her greet me with tail wagging every time I emerged from the dressing room in a different gown.Thank you to Robin, Priscilla, and the whole Bridal Collections staff for making my dreams come true!!! I am so in love with my dress and so grateful for the unforgettable experience you gave me!!!Much Love,Ashley
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My experience was OUTSTANDING! I went it not knowing what I wanted, but my stylist knew exactly what to put me in to make me feel beautiful! We tried a little it of everything and she was able to help me narrow down options quickly. I swear she knew my dress before I did! I truly have nothing but kind words to say, it was the best day ever and I cant wait to see my dress when it comes in!
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I'm not 100% sure what happened when I visited this shop with my family. I'm a size 12. I specifically told my stylist my size and that I was well aware there was only one collection listed online that was within my budget of $1,5000. I only asked her to help me with dresses within that budget. All the dresses brought to me to try on were severely too small or so big that I was swimming in them, clips would not give me a decent idea of what the dress would be like altered. Or the dresses were at least twice the budget I clarified. I was not able to show a single dress to my party for consideration. My largest gripe with this shop is: if you are going to advertise a collection that is more affordable, have it in-stock. Or at least a decent enough range of sizes that it would give a gal something to work with. I drove 3 hours to try dresses, my mother drove 6 to support. If you're not willing to have those items in stock, don't advertise them. There is several other gripes I have but I also run a family business, so from one to another, I'll let them go. My biggest critique, don't lead us gals with a more modest budget on.*Edit, the manager of the this store did call me within 24 hrs and we had a good conversation. I feel like my complaints where heard and understood. If your budget is 2k or higher, then they do have a large selection. I thank the management staff for the follow up 
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A total eclipse of the heart 🤍✨
•
Disclaime


 [image: A total eclipse of the heart 🤍✨ • Disclaimer: always wear ISO-approved eclipse glasses under your heart sunnies when viewing a solar eclipse 😘 • #lazaro #lazarobridal #eclipse2024 #thebridalcollection #TBCBride #coloradowedding #rockymountainbride #ballgownweddingdress #coloradobride #denverbridalshop #weddingdressshopping #weddingdressinspiration #denverbride #weddingdresses #coloradobridalshop  #weddingdress #coutureweddingdress]








 [image: Let’s talk wedding dress silhouettes ⬇️⬇️⬇️ • SHEATHS follow the shape of the body. This silhouette tends to fall straight from the waist to create a soft, column-like look.   FIT AND FLARES have a fitted bodice that flows into a subtle flared skirt.  MERMAIDS are a variation of fit and flare, but the flare is much more defined and dramatic. This flare starts around or right below the knees.  A-LINES gets the name from the overall shape of the dress. A fitted bodice and flowy, effortless skirt create a capital letter “A.”  BALL GOWNS feature a fitted top paired with a voluminous skirt, creating a fuller skirt shape. • #ballgown #ballgownweddingdress #mermaidweddingdress #sheathweddingdress #alineweddingdress #fitandflareweddingdress #fittedweddingdress #dresssilhouette #thebridalcollection #weddingdresses #denverbride #coloradobride #denverbridalshop #coloradobridalshop #coloradobridalstore #weddingdressshopping #weddingdressshop #TBCBride #rockymountainbride #bridalstyle #weddingdressinspo #2025bride #bridalreels #weddingdress]







What started as a COVID birthday party ended in a 


 [image: What started as a COVID birthday party ended in a hap-paw-ly ever after for Christine and Scott 🐾 "Scott and a couple of other neighbors had the same birthday, so I baked them cakes with pictures of their dogs on them. Then, a few weeks later, he asked me to go on a dog walk. We kept hanging out and talking, and that’s where the magic started." ✨ • More often than not, brides come into our bridal shop with a specific vision but end up saying YES! to a very different style. At the start of Christine's appointment, she wasn't exactly sure what she wanted but was drawn towards clean and simple wedding dresses. As her appointment went on, she found herself liking the sparkling beadwork on Martina Liana wedding dresses. "I bought the dress I least expected, but I really fell love with!" 🤍 Because Christine shopped during our Martina Liana Preview Event, she had exclusive access to purchase a wedding dress that wasn't yet available to retailers. When Christine got married, her wedding dress was just arriving at bridal stores across the world for brides to shop. • Interested in the unique opportunity to shop from an unreleased collection of wedding dresses that Christine had? Don't miss our Martina Liana Preview Event happening THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY! Not only will you get to say YES! to a never-before-seen wedding gown, but you can also meet and work with one of the designers of Martina Liana. Plus, all Martina Liana wedding dresses will include special pricing? Tap the link in our bio to request yours today 💕 • Photo: @jordanquinnphoto Venue: @boettchermansion Day-of Coordinator: @awevents.colorado Floral: @mykingsoopers Hair + Makeup: @barbie_plus_tia Caterer: @mlhteppan DJ: @DJTechjitus Rentals: @copartyrentals Dessert Truck: @wafflecakesfoodtruck Wedding Dress: @martinalianabridal from @thebridalcollection • #martinaliana #thebridalcollection #TBCBride #rockymountainbride #mountainwedding #coloradobride #alineweddingdress #weddingdressinspiration #coutureweddingdress #weddingdressshop #weddingdressinspo #weddingdaydetails #weddingdress #coloradobridalshop #weddingdressshopping #weddingwednesday #denverbridalshop #denverbride #2025bride #coloradobridalstore]







The secret is out—we’re hosting a Martina Lian
 [image: The secret is out—we’re hosting a Martina Liana Preview Event THIS Friday and Saturday! Watch now to learn everything you need to know and to get the latest trends report straight from Martine Harris (the owner and designer of Martina Liana) 🥰 Interested in attending this event? Tap the link in our bio to request your appointment now!]
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OUR STORY

[image: Lynn Crandall & Gaylynn Rediger]
Lynn Crandall & GayLynn Rediger opened the doors of The Bridal Collection in 2000 with the goal of helping women look and feel their best.
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TBC is recognized in the top 5% of wedding professionals nationwide.
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GIVING BACK

[image: happy family]
Giving back has always been a core value of The Bridal Collection. That's why we are committed to being involved in our community, both locally and globally.
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Prom & Special Occasion Dresses

Check out TBC Occasions, The Bridal Collection’s prom, pageant, and party division. With hundreds of gowns from top designers like Sherri Hill, Jovani, and AMARRA, in a variety of styles and sizes, TBC Occasions is sure to have the perfect dress for you!

Visit TBC Occasions' Website
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Location

4151 E. County Line Rd.

Centennial, CO 80122

tel: 720.493.9454

Directions





Hours

Mon | Fri: 10am–6pm

Tue | Wed | Thu: 10am–8pm

Sat: 10am–6pm

Sun: Closed

Contact Us
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